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ABSTRACT

The function and use of the Electronic Properties Information

Center is reviewed in this annual report covering I February 1964

through 31 January 1965. An overview of the development of the Center

since its inception in June 1961 is included. The modified coordinate

index, the indexing philosophy and vocabulary, data evaluation and

compilation, and the development of data processing techniques are

covered in some detail. Approximately 17, 000 publications have been

acquired and indexed, and 2000 data sheets issued. The Center has

also published technical reports on individual materials of current

inLere st.
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INTRODUCTION

The Electronic Properties Information Center (EPIC), as estab-

lished and maintained by Hughes Aircraft Company under Air Force

contract, is both unique and outstaiing among the world's specialized

information centers. From the beginning of the prrigram in June 1961,

Hughes has brought to the Center extensive experience in five fields:

materials technology, information retrieval, library science, data

processing, and systems engineering. EPIC has demonstrated these

capabilities by developing an exhaustive, systematic, and organized

approach to the literature on an international basis; by creating methods

and files to control the large amount of literature; by using routines

and procedures slanted toward maximum production; by planning an

indexing system ideal to handle specialized materials information; by

economically developing automated techniques to save both money and

time and to enable publication and distribution of EPIC output cheaply

and quickly; by building an indexing vocabulary and indexing philosophies

in a unique fashion; and in evolving data evaluation and analysis tech-

niques that have resulted in useful compilations of data sheets.

In general, the functions of EPIC can be described as: searching

out all literature containing data on the electrical and electronic prop-

erties of materials; indexing and abstracting that literature for access;

and extracting, evaluating, synthesizing and compiling the data into

series of data sheets. In addition, special reports and bibliographies

&'e published, copies of the index are distributed, and technical

questions are answered.

Presently, EPIC can offer the following services:

1. A search of the lite ture to find specific data or information.

2. A bibliographic compilation on specific properties of specific

materials.

3. A bibliographic compilation on specific materials.

4. Copies of EPIC publications, if still available.

Three annual reports have previously been published by EPIC,

Parts I, II, and III of ASD Technical Documentary Report No. ASD-TDR-

62-539. These were prepared under Contract No. AF 33(616)-8438.
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USE OF EPIC

I!., use of EPIC is increasing rapidly as indicated by the growth in

hNth the distribution list and the number of rc quests for technical infor-

,nsei .,,w l r distribution list now requires 268 copies of each publication

ws, rpirnar, This includes data sheets and speciai reports. It is an

i,,ter, Ao'tnal list containing two c..rnpanies outside of the United States.

Itt r the U S. , the list comprises all types of institutions within .ur

so IrntiltIr tmmmunity, including universities, private industries, state

61101 federal government agencies, and document centers, such as the

1h lettser I)uoumentation Center and the Scientific an~d Technical Informa-

t,,,,, Cenuter of NASA. Almost every state is represented.

Technical inquiries during this contract year numbered 342,

romitng to EPIC from a group of engineers and scientists as diversified

ais the ch(,tribution list. These inquiries varied from highly complex

qutstlons in which EPIC was required to act as a technical consultant,

to simple questions which a data sheet, already compiled, could answer.

A few have required over 100 man-hours to complete; others have been

arnwered in just a few minutes.

Of the 342 questions, about 6 percent were outside of the scope of

the Center, dealing primarily with devices or other than electrical or

electronic properties (thermophysical, mechanical, optical, etc.). In

many instances, the questioner was referred to other information

center%. However, in every instance, EPIC was able to supply some

technical information gathered either from the EPIC collection or from

the excellent Hughes Library Services.

For some requests, the best answer has beoen a bibliography taken

from our index. The computer printout of material properties has been

-#insulted and accession numbers of relevant articles followed to the

papers. If a check of these shows pertinency, they have been assembled

an a bibliography and forwarded.

At times the inquiry is broader than the system, so the anchor has

reb, rted to supplemental effort through the Hughes library system. This

type of request calls for considerable effort on the part of qualified
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members of the technical staff to search the literature and assemble the

data. A few requ-sts have been so specific that direct point values of

a property have b,ýen needed. These points may be assembled in tables

from every facility in the company, or made available in Xerox copies

from the original.

EPIC capability in answering these questions has resulted from

the use of extensive Hughes abilities in the five fields mentioned in the

INTRODUCTION. These have been demonstrated by the flexibility

offered EPIC at Hughes by: (1) a permanent staff, able to provide rou-

tine or highly specialized answers; (2) the consultation with highly

skilled materials engineers and researchers; (3) the cooperation of well

equipped reproduction, microfilm, data processing, and similar groups,

and .4) the availability of a large industrial library system in close

proximity to EPIC and supervised by the same head.

Over 2000 data sheets have been published on 34 materials and

many inquiries have been answered by sending copies of these. Because

"hot" materials, determined in consultation with experts both at Hughes

and those outside of Hughes using EPIC facilities, are compiled first,

the chances of answering questions using data sheeýs are improving

rapidly with each series issued.

The wisdom of a unique, systematic, and exhaustive approach to

the experimental data in the liuerature can be seen in the following. For

every 1000 titles examined by EPIC members for possible inclusion in

the Center, about 100 are finally included and (:umented, and about 25

are used in compiling data sheets. By indexing and abstracting to this

depth, EPIC is able to furnish technical answers of value beyond the

experimental data, and yet improve the quality of the data sheet by being

selective and evaluative. These btatistics also point out how imipoý iible

it would be for an irndividual to go through this same process to get the

data. The individual would nut have access to our specialized knowledge

of sources nor to the routines and philosophies which enable EPIC to

accomplish their mission.

Every facet of EPIC is slanted toward the user. It is part of the

philo~sophy of EPIC that the user needs a compilation that is as complete
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as possible. It is continually being demonstrated that this little bit of

extra effort produces valuable data that outweighs the time involved.

EPIC is greatly advanced in the ecnomical and practical use of

data processing techniques. Indexes and bibliographies can now be

cheaply published by machine. A technical question requiring a 500

document bibliography on a selected group of materials and properties,

can now be answered at a cost of about $15.00, compared to a former

manual cost of about $90.00. This includes giving the questioner both

bihliographic entries and abstracts, divided by materials and properties.

It also gives him a much neater, easier-to-read copy than our former

method of reproducing our abstract cards by an electrostatic process.

5
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SEARCHING, SELECTING, AND ACQUIRING THE LITERATURE

In order to understand the full scope of our effort, EPIC has

continually maintained an up-to-date survey of the literature. This has

been done by counting random samplings of useful publications in index-

ing and abstracting services, bibliographies, citation lists, and similar

sources.

At the beginning of the program, it was estimated that there were

27,000 publications of interest to EPIC, with a growth rate of 2500 per

year. With the passage of over three years, and because it has been

found desirable to include some documents not in that first count (e. g.,

some secondary sources and review articles), the counts now indicate

about 40,000, with a growth rate of 3200 per year. There are now

1 7, 000 documented into our system.

Searching is essential to establish the existence of these publica-

tions of interest to EPIC. Indexing and abstracting sources have been

systematically explored for the data sought for the different categories

of materials. In general, the procedure followed has been a year-by-

year search, working backward in time from the most recent period in

the most comprehensive abstract sources- then a further exploration is

made of the bibliographies contained in the documents. The literature

thought to contain data is recorded on 3" x 5" cards and checked for

duplication against search and holdings records. It is then paged from

Hughes Aircraft Company library shelves, borrowed from other librar-

ies, or ordered from DDC, NASA, and other sources and then appraised

by a subject specialist for relevant content. In addition, certain special-

ized bibliographies and DDC demand bibliographies have been searched.

Once the search for a category has been completed for the major

indexing and abstracting sources, systematic exploration is initiated in

the unindexed current issues of journals, serials, report series, and

similar sources which are indicated to be remunerative through an

examination of a cumulative source file maintained as an auxiliary aid

to searching. A system of direct inquiry for information concerning

current research programs is under development through leads furnished
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by the search results, contacts in the United States and abroad,

Government and Defense agencies. Efforts are made to obtain tie data

developed under such programs on a current basis.

Indexes searched for retrospective material on a current basis

are:

DDC Tecnnical Abstract Bulletin NASA Star
Ceramic Abstracts Nuclear Science Abstracts
Chemical Abstracts Physics Abstracts
Digest of Literature on Dielectrics Review of Metal Literature
Engineering Index Solid State Abstracts
Elect-,-ical Engineering Abstracts U.S. Government Research

Reports

New issues of the following journals are being searched as

they arrive:

Acedemie des Sciences. Comptes Rendus
Academy of Sciences. USSR Bulletin
American Ceramic Society, Bulletin
British Institute of Applied Physics
Canadian Journal of Physics
Czechoslovak Journal of Physics
Electrochemical Society, Journal
Electro -Technology
Helvetica Physica Acta
IEEE, Proceedings
Indian Journal of Physics
Insulation
Journal de Physique et le Radium
Journal of Applied Physics
Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of Electronics and Control
Journal of Metals
Materials in Design Engineering
Nature
Optical Society of America, Journal
Philips Research Reports
Philips Technical Review
Physica
Physica Status Solidi
Physical Review
Physical Review Letters
Physical Society, Proceedings
Physical Society of Japan, Journal
Physics and Chemistry of Solids
Review of Modern Physics
Royal Society of London, Proceedings
Soviet Physics - Doklady



Soviet Physics - JETP
Soviet Physics - Solid State
Soviet Physics - Technical Physics
Zeitschrift fur Naturforschung
Zeitschrift fur Physik

Hughes Aircraft Company is also a member of the industrial

associates programs of several large universities and receives their

publications. These are also consistently screened.

The entire facilities of the library services of Hughes Aircraft

Company is available which gives access to over 500,000 publications,

growing at the rate of 5000 per month. EPIC and Hughes Aircraft Company

appear on hundreds of automatic distribution lists issued by universities

and companies throughout the world. As these publications are received,

they are consistently examined.

Arrangements have been made to receive unpublished output of

many companies outstanding in materials research. Members of the

Air Force are also assisting us in obtaining many Department of Defense

documents which could not otherwise be obtained. The result of this

activity is that approximately 6000 items are considered each month for

possible inclusion in the Center, Z000 of these are actually examined,

and 500 are indexed and abstracted into the Center.

The Selection process is closely tied in with the mission of the

Center, to acquire, index and abstract all publications which contain

experimental data on the electrical and electronic properties of mate-

rials, or associated articles which would be helpful in evaluating and

understanding this data. In addition, the program is slanted toward

applications, rather than pure or basic research. However, in spite of

this, approximately 50 percent of the use of the Center is by research

scientists, with the remaining 50 percent by applications engineers.

Because of this wide range of users, the tendency sometimes is to

include material outside of our basic mission but which may be useful to

a given user, for many users need a wide range f information rather

than just single points.

Literature selected and acquired through the search procedures

is reproduced or ordered directly for permanent retention. A large

portion of this literatuie is available from the Hughes Aircraf' libraries.
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Literature not held by Hughes Aircraft Company libraries is purchased,

borrowed or ordered from other libraries or issuing agencies. ,. con-

tinuing effort is made to be placed on distribution lists for reports issued

"on current research relevant to the project. Reports issued as part of

Government contracts are ordered largely from DDC. Other reports

are ordered directly from the issuipg agency.

The ratio of acquisition to search is I to 10, with variety of

influences causing the large spread. All articles in a selected periodi-

cal are searched, usually page by page, on the chance that usable charts

or graphs may appear. Abstract services duplicate each other consider-

ably. Translation services are likely to have translated mostly the out-

standing foreign articles or entire journals, causing a small overlapping

of search effort. None of the above are serious, but all point to the

nature of searching.

10



EPIC ROUTINES AND PROCEDURES

The "Work Flow Chart" (Figure t) presents a visual map of the

path which a piece of literature takes on its road to becoming a part of

the EPIC collection.

As has been stated, a piece of literature comes to the attention

of a Member of the Technical Staff in any of several methods. Frequently

the article is abstracted in one of several conventional abstracts. Such

abstracts as Ceramic Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, Metals Review,

Science Abstracts (Section A: Physics Abstracts and Section B:

Electrical Engineering Abstracts), Solid State Abstracts, Scientific and

Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and Technical Abstract Bulletin

(TAB) are searched systematically for rel rences to articles worth

including in the system, The technical staff, however, cannot depend

solely on abstract servis;es to lead them tc a!' applicable literature,

for all articles appearing in a given periodical are not necessarily

abstracted by a given abstracting service. There is often a time lag

between the publication of an article and a reference to it in an abstract-

ing journal. Also, an abstract of an article does not always fully

represent the article.

A second method by which an MTS can become cognizant of an

article for possible inclusion in the system is through the study of the

bibliographies, footnotes, and citations appearing in the literature it-

self. Every competent engineer and scientist gives full bibliographic

credit to his peers in the field who have been engaged in exploring the

same areas of knowledge as he. The bibliographies and other references

appearing in their publicatiens are, therefore, an excellent source of

additional leads to material.

Still another type of material of interest is the technical infor-

mation published by many chemical and electronics firms. This liter-

ature ii. often not available in the articles published in journals and

other periodicals. Personal contacts, such as those furnished by atten-

dance at professional meetings and conventions such as WESCON are

frequently valuable sources of this type of literature. Being on a

company's mailing list can be a helpful source of information.

II
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Mention was made above of the use made ot the commercially

published abstracts, and the leads which these publications provide. A

somewhat similar source of information is the bibliographies published

by the Defense Documentation Center ([)1)C), formerly ASTIA, ard

NASA's information facility. These bibliographies and the other types

of literature issued by DDC provide a valuable smirce of inf.)rmation

and material for EPIC.

EPIC maintains subscription" to all of the abstraicting services

listed in the second paragraph. It rectives ctipies ofI S iA• and TAB

from the company's Technical D)ocument Cerntr whirlh is responsible

for the internal distribution of these two abstract.. When a copy of

any of these abstracts is received in the <PI(], offitse, it is routed to the

desk of the MTS charged with the remponsibility for searching this title

for references to relevant articles. l..ch title, e. g. , Chemical

Abstracts or Electrical Engineering Abstracts, is always searched by

the same MTS, who thus gains familiarity with the format and other

physical arrangements of the abstract journal. Thi% familarity con-

tributes to speed and thoroughness in vearching th,- abstracts. As the

MTS goes through the pages of abstracts he indicates with a penciled

check-mark or other means those articles he believes appropriate to

the system. HL then sends the complete abstract journal to the EPIC

office where a member of the clerical staff clips out the citation and

pastes it on a 3" x 5" card.

With over 17,000 articles in the system, careful attL.ntion must be

paid to tht matter of preventing duplications. This is more than a

matter of keeping out two copies of the same articles; it is also a matter

of the "quality" of an article. For example, an author or a group of

authors might submit an article for puiblication in a professional journal.

As their work and their knowledge progress, they will elaborate on the

original article (frequently giving it the same title) and present it at a

symposium or conference. Perhaps it is then published as a paper in

the Proceedings of the Conference. Meanwhile, copies of the original

periodical article might have been issued in reprints. The Defense

Documentation Center will frequently issue these reprints after assigning

13



an AD number. A similar situation exists, for examole, in the case

of an article being "reprinted" in the Bell Telephone System Technical

Publications Monograph Series with some additional material being

included in an appendix that did not appear in the original.

For the above reasons EPIC makes every effort to prevent duplica-

tions being entered into the system. The first "dup. " check (as indicated

in Figure 1) is, in a sense, the most important. It indicates whether or

not any further efforts should be expended in acquiring the article. If

it has been determined that the article is not in the system, the 3" x 5"

search card becomes part of a collection which, when sufficiently large,

is sent to the Company Library. As this Library adjoins the EPIC office,

there is constant liaison and communication between the staff members

of both sections. Should there be any question concerning the desired

references, as happens when a misprint appears in a citation clipped

from an abstract journal, this difficulty can be resolved on the spot,

without the necessity of telephone calls or letters. The Company

Library subscribes to approximately 900 periodicals and has a collection

of 7000 bound periodical volumes.

Most of the desired items found through searching the abstract

journals are contained in the collection of the Company Library. It has

been mentioned above that " an abstract of an article is not the article.

Regardless of the nature of the abstract it is still essential that an MTS

examine the article before it is definitely accepted as being relevant to

the EPIC system. For this reason, a member of the Library Staff pulis

the desired periodicals from the periodical shelves and places them on a

table to be examined by a member of the technical staff. Those that bear

out the initial belief that the article is relevant are set aside to be repro-

duced on a Xerox 914 copier. As with the Library, the room containing

the Xerox machine is next to the EPIC office and good liaison can be

maintained.

Two copies of the desired article are reproduced on the Xerox 914

and sent to EPIC; the volume is returned to the Library. One of the

copies is supplied to the Air Force as part of the contractual agreement;

the other remains in the system as the file copy. Some journals and

14



periodicals contain such an extensive number of relevant articles that

EPIC maintains a subscription. In this case the original article is clip-

ped from the journal and on. couy is reproduced on the Xerox machine.

When a periodical is received cn an EPIC subscription it is always

routed to the same member of .he technical staff who indicates on a

Search Form the desired pages to be reproduced from the journal. On

the same form the member of the technical staff supplies informatlon

with a rubbe.• stamp relating to the content of the article for future use

that is, whether it is exp.erimental, review, background, fabrication

and application or technology. At the same time, the category (Semi-

conductor, Insulator, etc. ) is indicated by the appropriate letter (S, 1,

etc.). The forms have been designed so that regardless of the source

of the article - Library or EPIC suLscription - the information relating

to the content and the category can be noted.

Once an article has be-en acquired every effort is made to enter it

into the system under as complete a bibliographic entry as possibl,,.

In the case of articles that have been acquired from journals the entry

consists of the author's name, the title of the article, the name of the

journal, as well as its volume, its number and the inclusive paages. In

order to conform to the Flexowriter, great care must be given to the

matter of abbreviations in the bibliographic entries. As the system is
"user-oriented" the entry must be meaningful to the user yet be much

that it can be accommodated to the Flexowriter.

The bibliographic entry for DDC Items consists of thr issuing

agency, the title, the personal author, the report number, the contract

number, the date, and the AD number as supplied by DDC.

The entries for vendor literature and company reports, or other

reports in published form, bulletins, announcements, these and sevitilar

material consist of the name of the company or issuing agency, the titll,.

the personal author, the bulletin pr report number if one appears on the

article. JLf none appears, it as necessary to identify the article as a

data sheet, report, technical report or other meaningful label. ) Yinally,

the date of the article is ad-led to the entry.

Is



At this point, the article is returned to the mumber of the tech-

nical tatf who makes a further appraisal of its relevancy to the system.

Ii the, article is worthy of retention, it is indexed and abstracted on an

,ippropriate form (Figure 2). The indexing system and the indexing

vi. abulary are discussed elsewhere in this report and will not be dis-

Ct .i' d in this , .ction.

After the article is indexed and abstracted, it is routed to the

,tiei.,ber of the technical staff who controls the indexing vocabulary. He

determines whether the materials terms are already in the indexing

Vocabulary either as a primary term or a "cross-reference" te:rm and

,mal'tes appropriate changes. Then li final duplicate check is made.

At the time the bibliographic .-ntry was being typed on the index-

abstract (form) a carbon copy was typed on a 5" x 8" card. This card

serves two purposes: it becomes the "in-process" file while the article

as undergoing various steps in being processed and it is used as the ori-

ginal form from which two additional cards are made. These two cards

are, the Author card and Journal card. Both cards are essential to the

sm60oth functioning of the system. Tne Author file is, as the name

indicates, an alphabetical listing of all personal and corpurate authors

who have written or published material that has teen included in the

system. A spe,.ial mention should be made about the Journal : le. It

has, de.m,jnstrated itself to be extremely valuable as a "control tile."

It provides a quick method of checking for duplicates. It provides a

quick, visual exhibit of how thoroughly a given journal, e. g., Physical

liviryew or Journa' of Applied Physics, has been searched and incorpor-

at.".t into the syttem, and of how valuable a given journal is to EPIC.

It atso helps to control a journal title, particularly those which have

frequently changed.

A last "routi".-. which should be discussed is the preparation o(

a data rheet. A Technical Illustrator is employed full time in EPIC to

rithrr a(econplih the art work or to coordinate it through Hughes Ar't

Servict-e. Upon receiving instructions and information to compose a

,lata %heet it is checked to see that all properties are in alphabetical

,rorIer. The lata processing code card may be used as a guide for any -

pr4,p, rtN nanew not appearing on the code card and should not be presented

in tthe" data shee..
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At this point, the article is returned to the member of the tech-

,,,rial titaff who makes a further appraisal of its relevancy to the system.

It the article is worthy of retention, it is indexed and abstracted on an

,ippropriate form (Figure' '). The indexing system and the indexing

vi-alitilary are discussed elsewhere in this report and will not be dis-

'us,•,cd in this section.

After the article is index.!d and abstracted, it is routed to the

menmber of the technical staff who controls the indexing vocabulary. He

de.termines whether the materials terms are already in the indexing

voca1bulary either as a primary term or a -'cross-reference" term and

,nakes appropriate changes. Then A final duplicate check is made.

At the time the bibliographic entry was being typed on the index-

abstract (torm) a carbon copy was typed on a 5" x 8" card. This card

Perve. two purposes: it becomes the "in-process" file while the article

is Undergoing various.steps in being processeo and it is used as the ori-

ginal frcrm from which two additional cards are made. These two cards

are. the Author card and Journal card. Both cards are essential to the

sma1oth functioning of the system. The Author file is, -s the name

indicates, an alphabetical listing of all personal and corporate authors

who have written or published material that has been included in. the

system. A special mention should be made about the Journal File. It

has demonstrated itself to be extremely valuable as a "control file."

It provides a quick method of checking for duplicates. It provides a

quick, visual exhibit of how thoroughly a given journal, e. g., Physical

Review or Journa' of Applied Physics, has been searched and incorpor-

ated into the sybtern, and of how valuable a given journal is to EPIC.

It also helps to control a journal title, particularly those which have

frequenmly changed.

A last "routi--" which should be discussed is the preparation of

a data sheet. A Technical Illustrator is employed full time in EPIC to

rith-r accompli-At the art work or to coordinate it through Hughes Art

Services. Upon receiving instructions and information to compose a

data sheet it is checked to see tha4 all properties are in alphabetical

order. The data processing code card may be used as a guide for any

piroperty name not appearing on the code card and should not be presented

ait the data sheet.
f6
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Before any final work begins on the data sheet, all graphs, dia-

grams and charts being presented are ordered. The Technical Illustrator

must determine if Xerox copies can be used, whether photostats must be

ordered, art services work is needed, or if plotting is to be done by the

illustrator.

The author has noted the graphs in order of appearance under

each property throughout the data sheet, and must be kept in this order

at all times. As each graph is ordered, in any of the tour ways stated

above, they must be labeled by the accession number of the article and

property name.

Photostats may be needed for a clearer reproduction, enlarging

or reducing the graph. When ordering the photostats the original sources

of the article is checked out of the library and sent to the Photographic

Laboratory. This may involve 10 to 15 journals and 20 to 25 graphs at

each time. Each graph, when returned from thk photo lab is numbered

and placed in proper sequence. Should art services work be required

for a single curve or a large number of graphs, an instruction sheet

and an article containing the original graph are sent to the Art Services

Group. When these graphs are returned they rmust be checked very

carefully for any errors in spelling, copy wor, r deletions of curves

ordered. Xerox copies may have to be inked for , b)etter and darker

reproduction and all spots removed that may have been reproduced on

th-ý graph by the Xerox machine.

After all graphs are received in final form, paste-up begins.

Each graph and its accompanying not, is laid out on the page, spacing

graphs, centering note, and citing reference number. The illustrator

must add greek symbols where needed, and standardize all captions for

consistency. Graphs from different articles may have the same captions

but be worded differently and the illustrator must type each caption in a

cnnsistent manner. Each graph may havi. 'arying sizes of lettering or

numbers on the scalca; these have to be changed and made the same

size by the illtitrator either by leroying or by typing. If the scale is

changed by typ.;g, the gr aph is ,ightly drawn on the paste-up page,

neasured to size, and typed before pasting. The illustrator must be
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sure there are no duplications of graphs or information in the same

property or that a graph has been placed in the wrong property. Tables

may be cited by the author to be typed within the data sheet, and must

also have a reference number. Where possible, tables are typed before

paste-up begins, so spacing can be determined.

When paste-up is complete, a Xerox copy is made and returned to

the author for corrections, additions or deletions. During the time

paste-up work is being done by the illustrator, new material pertaining

to the material and property may have entered the system which the

author will want to insert into the data sheet before publication. This

may be a matter of adding pages, or it may change the entire layout of

a property or section. Pages will have tc be retyped, pasted and in some

cases graphs will have to be drawn.

When all is complete a list of all reference numbers is made and

the abstract cards pulled from the abstract file. From this list a bib-

liography is typed.

The data sheet abstract, introduction, material identification,

publications and title page are typed after all paste-up is completed.

When the author has checked the data sheet for the last time a table of

contents is typed and pages are numbered. It is then ready for publication.
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INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING

Usually a technical article contains a few central ideas each of

which seems important enough for the author to expand and develop. It

is to sort these that abstracting is done, and to arrange them in quickly

accessible form that indexing is done. Experimental dat.t which an

author reports may be of great interest to a reader but it is useful only

if he can get it readily. Indexing and abstracting are procedures used

to enable one to scan myriads of documents selectively, eliminating

those not useful to his search for information.

EPIC has utilized the skill of scientists and engineers to index

and abstract literature for use by other scientists and engineers. No

other way appears authentic. At first, the work waq done by interested

groups in several research-type divisions of the company, but as soon

as tl-e early study phases were reasonably complete the EPIC staff of

chemists, physicists, and materials specialists took over.

Analysis of an article or report is both subjective and objective.

Not only the subject matter is important but such factors as the prom-

inence of the author and his agency have a subtle impact. The particular

language it is written in is significant. The quality of reprints suggest

interest attached to the publication. Of most importance to us, however,

is the actual presentation and substantiation of data for these contribute

most to our ability to compile data sheets and answer technical questions.

A guide sheet for abstractors has been composed and distributed

so that essentials would consistently be sought out and indicated. This

guide has been used as an aid in sorting out bibliographic, source,

reference, and citation facts as well as emphasizing sample preparation

and purity apparatus and cond.tions. Its primary aim, of course, was

to see that properties data of the material were clearly and consistently

noted.

Our method of storing and retrieving documents offers a way of

obtaining property-material data but does not, as yet, reach into the

ranges covered. Thus, abstracters do not seek out detailed numbers

data but only make certain that articles bill be indexed under the 56
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properties on our list. Also, if a paper has 10 graphs on electrical

resistivity, the indexer only checks that property once. Similarly, if

energy gap data appears only one time it too is checked once.

Members of the Technical Staff who abstract and index scientific

literature in foreign languages, or foreign languages translated into

English, must watch carefully for local and national idiosyncracies

and preferences. These are reflected in symbols used and choice for

expressing the data parameters. Greek letters and abbreviations

usually convey the same idea but not always. Material names are

colored somewhat by national preference and significantly .rade names

play a large part. Insulators, alloys, ceramics and other products

are frequently formulated for use with a registered. composition and

name.

The words used to convey the sense of a given article may he

called an abstract. That name is used and understood differently by

different services as special emphasis or interests are selected. Our

abstracting technique is to select the author's abstract, select short

phrases from the author's abstract, select phrases from the body of

the article, the summary, or the conclusion, or composing our own if

none of these meet our needs. It is implied and expected that the indexer-

abstracter will have enough understanding of the principles involved to

report upon them. With some of the world's outstanding scientists

available for consultation there are few unresolved problems in theory.

As the abstractor goes through the article he spots electronic

properties exhibited by experimental work. These are checked off in

appropriate columns on the EPIC index-abstract form along with the

material listed. The degree of analysis and care taken governs the

quality and usefulness of the EPIC collection, since failure to see and

indicate all properties reduces the total system value.

In the course of Abstract ing-Indexing we haive found it possible to

record work not included in contract objectives but closely related. For

instance, optical data of a specific nature has been listed. Also, citations

by an auth,,r often lead to sources in other branches of the sciences such

an Biology or Mechanics or Fabrication on which we have kept notes.
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THE INDEXING SYSTEM

As the program began, several avenues of indexing were open for
consideration, ranging from the general subject heading approach to the
specificity of the unit term approach. At the beginning of the program,
it was decided that a subject heading approach would be too unwieldy,
for it would have to incorporate lengthy headings dealing with multiple
material or property names (i. e., SODIUM PHOSPHIDE - ABSORPTION
DUE TO IRRADIATION). To index to this degree of specificity would
require an over-abundance of subject headings in the system, many of
which would apply to only one or two articles.

For these reasons it was thought desirable to use headings of in-
dividual materials and/or properties. However, to simply do this and
nothing more would make articles dealing with comparative properties
of one material, or one property compared in several materials difficult
to find. Therefore some kind of matching between these individual ma-
terials and property names had to be possible and the system would have
to be one of "coordinate indexing. "

Having chosen a coordinate indexing system, the question became
one of whether or not to use unit terms (terms consisting of only one
word, either a property or a material). If unit terms were used then
coordination could take place between cards listing, individually, the
desired material and property. However, there would be certain dis-
advantages to such an approach. For example, under a heading such
as RESISTIVITY there would be hundreds of articles. To post these
articles would probably require several cards. Then when it was
desired to coordinate this property with a material, it would prove
bulky and tedious to find the same article listed under both RESISTI"ITY
and the material. Also, imagine the number of times a user might take
the trouble to coordinate a material term with a property term ,)nly to
find no articles in the system.

To accomplish the specificity required and to eliminate the dis-
advantages of unit terms, a modified coordinate indexing scheme was
chosen. The finalized system consisted of "precoordinated" descriptora
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of one material or one material and one property (i.e., INDIUM PHOSPHIDE-

ABSORPTION). Advantages of the system over unit terms include quicker

retrieval since usually only one card with the "precoordinated" descriptor

has to be consulted. There is also a lower density of posted articles under

any given term. For ( :ample, assume that there are 15 articles dealing

with the property ABSORPTION of the material INDIUM PHOSPHIDE. If

each of these articles is listed under both terms, the article (or its acces-

sion number) is posted 30 times. On the other hand, by "precoordinating"

these terms into one descriptor (INDIUM PHOSPHIDE - ABSORPTION) the

accession number is posted only 15 times. Thus posting and its attendant

clerical errors is reduced by close to 50 percent.

The final index as chosen for the center was a manual modified co-

ordinate index. It consisted of two card files. One, the Accession File,

was arranged by an identifying or accession number assigned to each

document entered into the system. Each card in the Accession File con-

tained the bibliographic entry and property data. A second file, the

Descriptor File, consisted of subject descriptor cards. The accession

number was posted on the appropriate subject descriptor cards. For

example, under a descriptor term such as INDIUM PHOSPHIDE -

ABSORPTION were listed accession numbers of all the pieces of indexed

literature containing data on that subject.

Retrieval on searches involving more than one property at a time

was accomplished through matching the accession numbers on the relevant

subject descriptor cards. Numbers found in common on the matched

cards identified literature containing data on the two or more properties

concerned. The same procedure would be followed in retrieving literature

on two or more materials.

Figure 3 it an example of the descriptor cards. They were arranged

within each category alphabetically by material name, and within material

name by property name. The semiconductor alphabet was divided into

elements, inorganic compounds and organic compounds. The insulation

materials alphabet was not subdivided. The accession numbers identify-

ing the pieces of literature were printed in columns under each subject

name by terminal digit for easy matching.
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Figure 3. Descriptor cards.
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This systerm was inherently more efficient than the other approaches.

It minimized "false drops, " both nonsignificant coordinations and those

due to clerical errors. At the same time, the degree of specificity was

more than adequate, allowing arbitrary control to suit the purposes of

the program.

Along with the two card system, data processing and reproduction

techniques were established to reproduce easily a few copies for external

distribution, with one copy of both files delivered to the Air Force Con-

tracting Agency. A third card file, the Extract File, was also established.

This file consisted of extracts of the articles entered in the system to (1)

use in compiling the data, and (2) reproduce for external distribution to

both the Air Force and other agencies and institutions.

As the program advanced, two facts became quite obvious: (1) that

more than just a few copies for external distribution were desirable, and

(2) the Extract File was not worth the effort. It was taking an average of

four pages to extract adequately articles that were averaging seven pages;

also, the data sheet compiler seemed to always prefer using the full

article.

With these factors in mind, both the data processing system and

the Extract File were reconsidered. A new data processing system was

prepared that gave greater flexibility in printing the output, and the

Descriptor Fdil was replaced by a master tab run of the index (Figure 4).

The Extract File was eliminated entirely, and the Accession File was

replaced by an Abstract File (Figure 5) consi3ting of a 5 x 8 card con-

taining a full bibliographic entry and an abstract.

A punched paper tape machine was obtained to prepare the abstract

cards. To obtain a "perfect" copy, the entry and abstract have first

been typed upon paper while creating a paper tape. The paper copy is

proofed and the tape corrected and then run back to type the card. As

the run-back occurs, a second paper tape is created with just the bibli-

ographic entry. The two tapes are now stored, with the latter being

used when necessary to prepare and update an Accessions List of EPIC

holdings', an easy way to prepare such a list for publication. The full

tape has now been transferred to magnetic tape and a program prepared
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for printing out from this tape in response to bibliographic searches.

Further discussion about this program is contained in the section on

data processing techniques.
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THE INDEXING VOCABULARY

Historically, one of the major problems of information storage

and retrieval has been the selection of optimum indexing methods. This

presents an especially difficult problem when the fields to be covered

are as interdisciplinary as ours. The literature search, the indexing

terms and the retrieval methods must be effective in many technical

fields. Each has its own terminology, which may or may not conform

to that of the others. Systems of nomenclature vary widely, soTietimes

even within a single discipline suc.I as chemistry. An additional com-

plication can be introdrled by the author who may have his own concept

of the proper name for a material. In the interest of complete and

accurate retrieval, this confusicn o' various names for the same ma-

terial must sorrv.mow be resolved.

Considerable difficulty h.s been experienced in delineating those

to be included as indexing terms to the literature, and those to be

included as cross-references. For examnple, semiconductor materials

present an array of elements, compounds, mixtures and systems that

have made it extremely difficult to correctly name and categorize the

material at hand. A material composed of the elements Aluminum,

Copper, and Sulfur might be a true compound, an Aluminum Copper

Sulfide, a mixture of Aluminum Sulfide and Copper Sulfide, or a three-

element system whose phase diagrams will indicate certain areas within

which specific compounds exist.

Decisions have had to be made as to the order of various elements

in a name. For example, would a compound of tin and antimony appear

as antimony stannide (alphabetically) or as tin antimonide (by group in

the periodic table) ?

Other problems have been encountered in binary alloys where

some of these are intermetallic compounds and the atoms occur in

stoichiometric ratios; in doping agents, where an impurity is introduced

-in a definite and controlled amount; and in materials not usually thought

of as semicuiiduttors or insulators, but which become so under certain

conditions.
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The materials list contains six kinds of descriptors. The first

kind is the individual element names. The second kind is the compound

name. The compounds include three different types of descriptors.

First are the elemental compounds, ALUMINUM ANTIMONIDE or

ZINC ARSENIDE. These are named in the usual manner by reference

to the periodic table. The exception to this rule is, of course, in the

borides, carbides, nitrides, oxides, and halides. If compounds of this

first type are cited as containing gold, tungsten, germanium or other

such names, the words such as aurides tungstides, and germanides

are avoided and these comlpounds are relegated to a system notation

with the component elements in alphabetical order. There are no

elemental compounds listed above the binary ones. Compounds such

as mercury silver selenide are listed as systems (see below).

A second type of compound is an ionic salt. Primarily found in

the ferroelectric materials, a compound of this type is a descriptor

such as POTASSIUM HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE. Even when deuterium

replaces the hydrogen in this salt the above notation is used, since no

differentiation between isotopes is to be found in the list of descriptors.

A last type of compound is an organic material. Found primarily

in the insulators and semiconductors, these descriptors are further

delineated as plastics or laminates, and still further by their fillers

or bases. Examples ot these descriptors are AURAMINE; POLYSTYRENE

LAMINATES, GLASS FABRIC BASE; and POLYSTYRENE PLASTICS,

MINERAL FILLED. In some cases, the more common generic name

is used in place of the specific chemical name. Where possible, nu-

merical notation is avoided. Triglycine sulfate is indexed as GLYCINE

SULFATE, and 7-acenaphthol appears as ACENAPHTIIOL.

The third kind of descriptor is tae system notation. These systems

may range from two to six components and are either composed of ele-

ments, as in the case of MAGNESIUM SELENIUM SILVER SYSTEMS, or

compounds, such as in IRON OXIDE-YTTRIUM OXIDE SYSTEMS. The

components of these descriptors are arranged in alphabetical order,

not by their order in the periodic table.

A fourth kind of descriptor is the element, compound, or system

placed upon a substrate, as in the case of thermionic emitter cathodes.
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Examples of this type of descriptor are CESIUM, TUNGSTEN OXIDE

BASE, or BARIUM OXIDE-STRONTIUM OXIDE SYSTEMS, TUNGSTEN

BASE.

A fifth kind of descriptor is the strictly generic term, such as

ASBESTOS; GLASS, LEAD BORATE; or PAPER, KRAFT.

A sixth kind of descriptor is the categorical term, such as

BENZENE COMPLEXES or GLASS. This type of descriptor is used

when the author has given significant and pertinent data in his paper,

but has omitted specific notation on the exact nature of the material.

To date, over 12, 000 names of materials have been considered

for use in the indexing vocabulary. Of these, approximately 4000 have

now been entered into the primary vocabulary, and in addition, approxi-

mately 4000 others appear in the syndetic apparatus as "see-references."

To enable a broader use of our system we have compiled a cross-

reference index of alternate names for materials as they have occurred

in the literature we have abstracted. This gives many more points of

entry into the system. Each name is referenced to the particular ma-

terial name used in the "MATERIALS INDEX. "i

Briefly described, the supplemental index is comprised of pro-

prietary (trademark registered) names, trade names and types, alloys,

foreign material names, mineral names, and other names commonly

used in identifying a material but which do not '.ndicate its composition.

We maintain this cross-reference index in card file form which

will later (when converted to magnetic tape) allow quick combining and

print-out of all trade names applied to each individual material. Even

in its present brief form it gives a quick and easy guide to composition

(and source) from trade and similar names. The list includes some

names which are no longer current but such "historical" information

can be invaluable to anyone looking for the composition of, and data on,

material mentioned in the older literature.

Some manufacturers in their commercial literature are forward

looking enough to include composition information (even though approxi-

mate) along with electronic property data. This information is entered

directly into the system and the source identified. In other cases we
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must depend on later materials survey articles which correlate com-

position and property data. This is a longer process but it is used

where no other sources of composition information are available.

The MATERIALS CROSS-REFERENCE INDEX now contains about

4000 entries and is growing at about the same rate as the MATERIALS

INDEX. New trade names of electronic or magnetic materials are

entered as soon as EPIC can identify their compositions arid have data

on them. Examples of materials cross-references are included as

Figure 6.

Similar problems were encountered with the properties. After

cornipiling lists of properties, decisions had to be made as to which

were synonyms and near-synonyms, and which wi,uid be subsumed under

others. In semiconductors alone, for example, a list of 140 electronic

properties was reduced to 29, with the rest subsumed under these.

The Indexing vocabulary is organized about the nine major cate-

gories of materials. These categories, while not mutually exclusive,

tend to segregate materials by significant properties or characteristics.

Although categorizing the materials can be a useful device to some

users of EPIC, obviously, extremely arbitrary standards had to be

developed. There is no material which is exclusively a metal, or a

semiconductor, or a thermionic emitter. Under various environments

and conditions, materials are observed experimentally, and the effects

can be measured and perhaps explained theoretically. The observed

and measured effects are the properties of the materials. In the

process, one finds that there are ferroelectrics which are semiconductors,

some metals which, at low temperatures, are superconductors, and that

ferrites are a class of insulators having certain magnetic properties.

The indexing method evolved, therefore, has been to ignore individualized

concepts as to the categorization of specific materials and index a publi-

cation as it treats the material.

While most of the terms are quite specific (e.g., CURIE TEMPER-

ATURE, EFFECTIVE MASS, HALL CKOEFFICIENT, POWER FACTOR),

there are many other terms which are really groupings or rather gen-

eralized terms (e.g., ELECTROACOUSTIC PROPERTIES, MAGNETIC
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HYSTERESIS, PHOTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES, THERMIONIC

PROPERTIES). Thus, a person searching for values for the figure of

merit of a particular material would look under thermoelectric properties.

The reasons for this are several. Probably che most important is that

the Index serves EPIC as a basis for gathering related data together to

edit and compile into data sheets on a specific material.

A complete cross-reference list from over 400 secondary property

terms to the 56 property terms used in the primary vocabulary has been

compiled. A page from this list is included as Figure 7. The 56 property

descriptors are as follows:

GENERAL HALL COEFFICIENT
ABSORPTION INSULATION RESISTANCE
ARC RESISTANCE IRRADIATION PROPERTIES
CARRIER DIFFUSION LIFETIME
CORONA EFFECTS LOSS FACTOR
CROSS SECTIONS MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS
CURIE CONSTANT MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
CURIE TEMPERATURE MAGNETOELECTRIC PROPERTIES
DEBYE TEMPERATURE MAGNETOMECHANICAL PROP.
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT MOBILITY
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH PENETRATION DEPTH
DISSIPATION FACTOR PHOTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
DOMAIN STRUCTURE PHOTON ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
EFFECTIVE MASS PHOTON EMISSIVITY
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY PHOTON LUMINESCENCE
ELECTRICAL HYSTERESIS PHOTON MECH. LUMINESCENCE
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY PHOTON THERMOLUMINESCENCE
ELECTROACOUSTIC PROPERTIES PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES
ELECTROMECHANICAL PROP. POWER FACTOR
ELECTRON FIELD EMISSION REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
ELECTRON PHOTOEMISSION REFRACTIVE INDEX
ELECTRON SECONDARY EMISS. RICHARDSON'S CONSTANT
ELECTRON THERMIONIC EMISS. SUPERCOND. TRANS. TEMP.
ELECTRONIC SPECIFIC HEAT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
ENERGY BANDS THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES
ENERGY GAP THERMOMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
ENERGY LEVELS THRESHOLD FIELD
GYROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES WORK FUNCTION

A brief review of our property indexing philosophy follows. It is

suggested that technical reviewers also interested in solid-state physics

examine the glossary mentioned above.

The study of solid-state physics involves a many-body problem.

What happens when sone 1023 atoms/cubic centimeter are brought together
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Conductlv~ty. electrical Cyclotron frequency
LU ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY 1* Cyclotron reyonancee

EFFECTIVE MASS
Conductivity mobility

Jo MOBILITY Cyclotron mass
Corbino effect •jg Cyclotron resonance'Corhno efectEFFECTIVE MASS

See HALL COEFFICIENT
Cyclotron resonancesCor',.' discharge S EFFECTIVE MASS

In CORONA EFFECTS

CORONA EFFECTS Dark conductivity
Breakdown field See PHOTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
Corona discharge
Corona onset field Debye frequency
Corona point voltage See DEBYE TEMPERATURE
Corona resistance
Corona starting gradient DFBYE TEMPERATURE
C.itical voltage gradient (coronal 'Lebye frequency
Onset potential Latice specific heat
Towneersd's ionization coefficients Specific heat

Corona point voltaga Decay time
Se.e CORONA EFFECTS See PHOTON LUMINESCENCE

Coiona onset field Degenerate levels
,W CORONA EFFECTS llg ENERGY LEVELS

Corona resistance de Heat - van Alpha-% effect*
J CORONA EFFECTS An MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

Corona starting gradient Demagnetizatica curve
S.. CORONA EFFECTS U1 MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS

Cosine S Demagnetization energy
eoe POWER FACTOR See MAGNETOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Cotangent S Demagnetizing coefficients
See DISSIPATION FACTOR See MAGNETOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Coupling coefficienta Dembqr effect$
See PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES See PHOTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

Critical electric field Dember potential
Se.. ELLCTPICAL HYSTERESIS Igg Deomhr effect*

PHOTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
Critical field

Set THRESHOLD FIELD Destriau effect
Al PHOTON ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

Critical frequency
So, PENETRATION DEPTH Diamagnetic susceptibility

See MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
Critical temperature

See SUPERCONDUCTIVE TRANSITION TEMPERA- Diamagnetism
TURE kg MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

Critical voltage gradient (corona) Dielectric breakdown voltage
5.. CORONA EFFECTS AU DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

CROSS SECTIONS DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
Capture cross sections Absolute dielectric constant
Collison cross sections Complex dielectric constant
Equivalent cross sections Dielectric relaxation time
Impurity cross sections Permittivity
Partial scattering cross sections Relative capacitance
Recombination cross sections Relative dielectric constant
Scattering cross sections Relative permittivity
Total scattering cross sections S.1. C. (Specific inductive capacity)

Specific inductive capacity (S. I. C,
CURIE CONSTAN•T

Curie-Wease law Dielectric dissipation factor
Weiss field constant Sao DISSIPATION FACTOR

Curie point Dielectric hysteresis loopSCURIE TEMPERATURE $qe ELECTRIC HYSTERESIS

CURIE TEMPERATURE Dielectric lose angle
Antiferromagnetic Curie point L" DISSIPATION FACTOR
Curie point
Nell temperature Dielectric loss factor

jjeg LOSS FACTOR

Curie.Weise 
law

See CURIE CONSTANT Dielectric lose tangent
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY Se. DISSIPATION FACTOR

Current-wavelength characterlstic Dielectric power factor
See ELECTRON PHOTOTMISSION See POWER FACTOR

Figure 7. Properties cross-references.
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to make a crystal? This has -ertain important consequences. For

instance, it means that exact solutions cannot be expected, but rather

that approximate models must be continually developed to fit the situ-

ation at hand. Thus, in making a theory it is essential to be aware of

the experimental work in the phenomenon under consideration and

vice versa.

In solid-state physics the particles are known and the forces be-

tween them are known, but all of human intelligence and insight are

needed to understand the consequences of this interaction. Much of

solid-state physics is interpreted in terms of certain elementary

excitations, which react only weakly with one another. The important

consideration about these excitations is that they are considered to

have a finite lifetime.

In thermal equilibrium, the excitation may be characterized by

a distribution function

f1

p eE/kT (±)

the plus sign applies if the excitation obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics the

minus sign for Bosc-Einstein statistics. f p(T) gives the probability of

finding an excitation of momentum p, energy E, at the temperature T.

The basic Hamiltonian which describes a solid is of the form

H z Hion + Helectron + Helectron-ion (2)

where H. describes a collection of ions (of a single species) whichion
interact through a potential which depends only on the distance between

the ions. By ion is meant the nucleus plus the closed-shell, or core,

electrons, that is, those electrons which are essentially unchanged

when the atoms are brought together to make a solid. Helectron describes

the valence electrons (the electrons outside the last closed shell), which

are assumed to interact via a Coulomb interaction. Finally, Helectron-ion

describes the interaction between the electrons and the ions which is again

assumed to be represented by a suitably chosen potential.
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Equation (2) implies certain approximation in this treatment of a

solid. For example, the interaction between ions is not well-represented

when the coupling between closed-shell electrons on different ions begins

to play an important role. The potential which represents the electron-

ion interaction neglects the fact that the ions possess a structure (the

core electrons). Also, where the Pauli principle plays an important

role in the interaction between the valence electrons and the core elec-

trons, that interaction mawy Ao longer be represented by a simple

potential. In spite of all these approximations, however, the theory

seems to fit experiments surprisingly well.

In general, only selected part•. of the Hamiltonian (Equation 2) are

studied. For example, the bond theory of solids is based on a model in

which the equilibrium positions of the ions are regarded as fixed and the

electrons are represented by a periodic (Hartree) potential. What are

studied are the motion of a single electron in tht periodic field of the

ions and the Hartree potential, and the assignment of one electron

state taking the Pauli principle into account. In this way other than the

Hartree potential uf the interaction between electrons is neglected. If

the interaction between electrons in metals is of interest, it is useful

to consider only H electron replacing the effect of the ion cores by

a uniform distribution of positive charge. In this way, the role that

electron interaction plays can be approximated without having present

the additional complications introduced by the periodic ion potential.

Of course, it is desirable finally to keep both the periodic ion potential

and the electron interactions, and to include as well the effects asso-

ciated with the departure of the ions from the equilibrium positions,

since only in this way does one arrive at a generally adequate description

of a solid.

The motions of a crystal lattice, in which each atom vibrates about

an equilibrium point, may be resolved into normal modes, each mode

generally representing a wave moving through the lattice. The system,

from this standpoint, is simply a collection of harmonic oscillations,

with one oscillator for each of the lattice waves. If the quantum com-

mutation rules are imposed on the momenta, the harmonic-oscillator
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energy spectrum is obtained. These elementary units of lattice excitation

are called phonons. They represent perhaps the simplest elementary

excitation in a solid.

In the expansion of the ion Hamiltonian a description of completely

independent phonons is obtained by keeping only the terms which are

quadratic in the displacement of the ions from their equilibrium position.

However, if the third-order or anharmonic terms in the expansion of

the potential energy are included, the phonon-phonon interaction is

obtained. This interaction gives rise to a scattering between phonons

of different wave vectors which acts to limit the lifetime of a given

phonon; it also acts to shift the phonon energy.

Despite the phonon-phonon and phonon electron interactions, both

long-wavelength and short-wavelength phonons turn out to be well-defined

excitations up to the melting point of a solid.

The electron-phonon interaction influences the properties of the

quasi-particles in solids. In some metals that influence can be profound,

since it gives rise to the phenomenon of superconductivity. In the BCS

theory, it is shown that superconductivity can arise in metals as a

consequence of an attractive phonon-induced, electron-electron inter-

action. For normal metals, the electro' phonon interaction acts to

change the quasi-particle energy and the specific heat. It also provides

a quasi-particle damping mechanism and acts to limit the conductivity

of metals at all temperatures.

There are other elementary excitations which are encountered in

solids. For example, in insulating crystals, an electron in the con-

duction band is stiongly coupled to the optical mode of the lattice vibra-

tions. As a result, when the electron moves, it is accompanied by a

co-moving cloud of phonons, which may act to change its mats appreciably.

The resultant quasi-particle is known as a polaron.

In insulators, or in certain semiconductors, in consequence of the

electron-electron interaction, there may exist well-defined elementary

excitations within the energy gap which supar..tes the valence-electron

band from the conduction-electron band. The excitations are known ac

excitons: They correspond to a bound electron-hole pair state. The
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energy of an exciton lies within the gap or a consecquenvr oI the tIrat I ivr

Coulomb interaction between an electron excited fronm the. v.,e'awe' b"a1141

and the hole it has left behind there.

In a ferromagnet, the low-lying exci'ationas c'rreslijond ti, i o ills-

tions in the electron-spin-density fluctuations, and are know.,n Nbh apin

waves. The quantized spin waves are called magnons.

The spectrum of elementary excitations in a solid in rneasured

directly by means of various kinds of external probes. The ideal

external probe is one which is only very weakly coupled to the ,'ldid,

so that the system response can be experienced in terms of the prop-

erties of the excitations in the absence of the probe. The greeat strides

which have been made in the purification of solids have enabled the

experimentalist to use more and more sophisticated external probes,

often involving a combi.iation of both static and time-cependent magnetic

and electric fields. A high degree of pArity is required because even

very small amounts of'impurity may tend to mask the subtle resonance

effects under investigation. One of the major consequences of the de-

velopment of better probes and "better" solids is the vastly improved

and by now quite detailed knowledge of the Fermi surface of a number

of metals.

The "Properties" which are observed are simply the interactions

of the "Particles" of the solid with the external probes of "Particles"

and fields of several kinds. The "probe" may also be affected by

several environmental parameters. What are recorded as "experimental

data" are numerical values describing magnitudes, etc., of these various

interactions which have been suitably separated from each other. Some-

times the Ham-Itonian of a physical situation is only partially separable.

This is interpreted as the Hamiltonian splitting into a sum of independent

Hamiltonians plus some coupling.terms. If these coupling terms are

small, then the "particles" are regarded as "interacting. " If the coupling

terms are large, the "particles" are regarded as being "strongly-coupled."

Sometimes a Hamiltonian can be "decoupled" by dividing it into sums of

functions involving independent variables in a different way. The question

as to what is and what is not a "particle" is, therefore, dependent to a
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large extent on its formulation. The modern viewpoint on solids, described

briefly above, has been derived largely from a better understanding of how

best to split up the Hamiltonian and thereby define the "particles."

In prep' ring a list oi "property" terms suitable for indexing the

various interactions found in the area called solid-state physics, and in

particular those interactions which have come to be known as being de-

scriptive of "electronic" or "electrical" properties, a good understanding

of the elementary "particles" or excitations is highly to be recommended.

This basic understanding is essential in the preparation of property terms

encompassing specific interactions or broader classes of kinds or groups

ot related interactions. It is also most useful in delineating the relation-

ships between the two.

Besides particles, defects in the lattice structure of crystals may

act to limit the lifetime of "particles" or they may act to bind particles.

By lifetime is meant the time the "particle" remains in some given

energy state before being scattered into energy state.

Experiments provide the only direct demonstration of the reality

of the elen-,ntary excitations of solids. Some of the physical phenomena

which provide evidence for the existence of "particles" in solids are

eiectromagnetic waves (used in light absorption, magnetic resonances),

nvutron scattering, electron beams, transport (charge, heat) properties,

and acoustic ausorption.

Light absorption is characterized by electron-photon and phonon-

photon interactions. The photons of any given energy can only be ab-

sorbed if the solid has an energy transition of the correct size available.

Absorption in a range appropriate for quasielectrons gives evidence for

Lhe existence of quasielectrons. This is especially true since quanltum

electrodynamics tells that electrons can emit and absorb light by

changing their energy. In the system set up here some of these light

absorption mech;,-isms are indexed under terms appropriate to the

mechanism or to the t.uantity being rqeasured by the merhanism, e.g., 04.

absorption, energy gap, energy levels, photoelectronic properties, etc.

Transport properties of solids deals with the capacity of solids to

transport or conduct heat and charge. These properties are due almost

entirely to the vibrations of the crystal lattice, and the motion of electrons
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through the crystal, together with the strong interactions between these

two types of excitation. In a perfect metal lattice, the impediment to an

electric current is due to electron-phonon interactions. The property

known as electrical resistance is a measure of the nature and magnitude

of these interactions.

In a magnetic field the transport properties of a solid are consider-

ably altered. The phenomena of galvaromagnetism and therinomagnetism

are important because of the insighL they give on the electronic structure

of solids. The introduction of the extra field vector resolves the de-

generacy of a conductivity tensor with cubic symmetry. Some of the

effects produce the change in the electrical resistance of a metal called

magnetoresistance; a great variety of therrmomagne-tic phenomena is

due to the bending of electron trajectories about the magnetic field lines;

a number of effects in magnetic fields is so strong that an electron is

able to make only several orbits about the lines of the field before being

scattered; and other effects involve quantization of the electron orbits.

S, me of these "'properties" are known and indexed within the present

1' PIC system as HALL COEFFICIENT, MAGNETOELECTRIC PROPERTIES,

THERMOELIECT RIC PROPERTIES, ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY, etc.

An endeavor has been made during the periods covered by the EPIC

contract(s) to prepare and define property terms based on an understanding

uf the elementary excitations invol%ed and to build a system capable of

coordinat•-ng and relating the physical phenomena identified as "properties.

In addition, the system must be adaptable to incorporating new develop-

ments and interactions as they may arise. Two such developments of

current interest, for example, are the possibility of energy storage in

dielectrics by implanting or injecting electrons by irradiation with high

energy electron beams. [his produces a negative space charge layer

inside the slab of niaterial provided the thickness of the sample exceeds

the mean free path of the electrons. Because of the extremely sl w

.-elaxation tinie of th. tr ipped electrons, the diteltctric may remain

electrified tor long periods ot time. In this process there is a con-

version of th ins. ident kinetic ent-rcy %if the elv.ttruns to electrstatic

ener|gy st,)rvt bet•t-en the intt-r td. trapw-1 t lectrons asid the corre.0pondmr.g
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su; : ace layer of positive charge. Recently, a way has been investigated

to discharge the irradiated dielectric so that the trapped charge passes

efficiently to a useful load.

Another interesting development has been the possibility of de-

veloping superconducting polymers, with superconducting transition

temperatures in the region of room temperature. These and other

developments must be planned for and included within the properties

vocabulary as new developments occur in research involving "electronic

properties" and interactions of materials. EPIC staff has, as one of

iLs most important functions, this obligation to be aware of new develop-

ments and to incorporate the advances into the property (and material)

nomenclature of the EPIC system.
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EPIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
AND CAPABILITIES

A particularly good example of t'lIghes capabilities in the field of

the specialized information center is the EPIC data processing system.

The original RFP, which established the Center in 1961, did not call

for "machine techniques." However, Hughes proposed a punched card

system for generating the debcriptor cards. This system, already

well established in the Company Technical Document Center, had been

shown to reduce the cost in posting accession numbers on descriptor

cards by 17 percent. A by-product in EPIC was the immediate building

of machine codes for the indexing vocabulary. As more sophisticated

data processing techniques came to be considered, it was never neces-

sary to build such codes. They were already in the system to be used

for experimentation.

The original system used IBM equipment including sorters, col-

lators, reproducers, interpreters, and card printers, with a 1401

doing the actual posting. The punched card file was well established

numbering about 38,000 cards the first year (Figures 8 and 9) with each

properly punched either as a master (material or material and property)

or a detail (accession number - article) card. Quick visual distinction

between these two could be made through the blue-lined top and clipped

upper-left-hand corner for the master cards and plain, clipped upper-

right-hand corner for the detail cards. Machine distinction was made

through a punch on the masters in the X80 pouiitiun (80th column above"

the zero).

The master card was to provid, for the printout of the descriptor

on the descriptor card. The detail cards represented the article in that

the accessipon number of the article was punched on the card. For each

descriptor card there was a punched master card. However, for each

article there were several detail cards, one for each descriptor behind

each of the appropriate master cards punched for the associated

descriptor.
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The card deck for each of the major categories of materials

(semiconductors, ii sulators, etc. ) was filed separately and coded

under that category. Master cards were coded at the left of the card

for the printing of the material or property in the upper left-hand cor-

ner. They were also coded in columns 69 to 75 for the material and

property, the material occupying 69 to 73 and the property 74 and 75.

Thus, INSULATION MATERIALS, which was arbitrarily assigned the

code number 03005, showed this number in columns 69 to 73 and showed

00 in 74 and 75 denoting no property. The number 0300500 was also

printed above for visual ube. Note that the first 0 was not printed but

was punched in column 69. The property was coded in 74 and 75.

INSULATION MATERIALS - ARC RESISTANCE was 0300503, CORONA

EFFECTS 0300506, and so on through the properties for INSULATION

MATERIALS.

The materials under the general category of INSULATION MATE-

RIALS were coded in columns 71 and 72. While INSULATION MATE-

RIALS was 03005, ACETAL PLASTICS becomes 3025. ACETAL

PLASTIC - ARC RESISTANCE was 302503.

Continuing on through the deck all master cards continued to be

coded in alphabetical fashion. This was to assure that all printouts

(descriptor cards, master tab runs of materials, etc. ) will be alpha-

betically arranged. Note that there was generous space allowed be-

tween the numbers assigned the properties and materials. For example,

ARC RESISTANCE was 03, CORONA EFFECTS was 06 instead of 04.

This space was to allow the addition of future materials and properties

in alphabetical order without having to reassign any numbers.

The detail or article cards appeared in the deck behind the appli-

cable master card. Co umns 69 to 75 repeated the material and prop-

erty. Columns 76 to 80 showed the accession number of the indexed

article and columns 66 to 68 showed the horizontal line number to be

printed on the descriptor card. While the terminal digit of the acces-

sion number indicated in which column on the descriptor card the num-

ber will appear, the line number determined its position (e. g. , row

within the column). Again note that zeros preceding the first digit do
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not appear printed on the tab card but are punclied in. The total code

appearing on a detail card would appear like this: 001030250301172:

001 - line number, 03025 - material, 03 - property, 01172 - accession

number of the article.

The monthly updating program for the descriptor cards went as

follows (see Figure 10). New master cards (2) were punched and sorted

into order and then merged and sequenced (3) with the existing file (1).

New detail cards (4) were also punched (except for columns 66 to 68)

and sorted into order. These two files were then matched against each

other (5) in columns 69 to 75 (materials and properties) and sorted into

four groups. By the matching process with the new detail cards, the

merged main file and new master cards were separated into those areas

(master card plus associated detail cards) which do not require updating

(6) and those areas to be updated (7). The new detail cards from block

(4)were continued into block (8) except for those revealed by the match-

ing process to have no masters in the file. These were sorted out (9)

and discarded as errors or held until masters were made. The cards

of (7) and (8) were then merged and sequenced into one file (10). Those

cards from (7) were already in order by material, accession numbers,

property, accession numbers, and so on. The detail cards from (8)

were also in this order but without masters. Note that as the detail

carcds were filed behind the master they were filed first by the terminal

digit, then by the rest of the number. Note also that, since accession

numbers were being assigned by numerical order to the articles as they

enter the indexing system, any iew detail card would automatically file

at the end of those cards with the same terminal digit because the rest

of the accession numbers to be posted in that descriptor card column

would be lower (i. e., the articles have previously entered the system).

"1his simplified the next step (It) on the IBM 1401 where the vertical

line number in that column on the desi riptor card was aLtomatically

punched in and printed on the tab card in columns 66 to 68. For ex-

ample, if that partictilar master card already had two subordinate de-

tail cards with accession numbere ending in 1, the associated descriptor

card would have two accession numbers in column 1. The detail card
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for the first accession number would show a line' number (columns 66

to 68) of 001, the second 002, and the updating card would automatically

be filed behind these two and then be punched by the IBM 1401 as 003

for the line number.

However, the detail cards filed after the masters were still not

in the correct order to print the descriptor cards, since the 1401 would

not print column I and then column 2 and on across, but rather would

print the first line of accession numbers across all columns at once,

then go to the second line, and on down the card. Each set of detail

cards after each master had to be resorted to an order first by the line

number and then by terminal digit of the accession number. This was

accomplished in (12) and the cards were then ready to be taker, to the

1401 for printout for the descriptor cards.

The printout (13) was as follows: Each master card represented

a descriptor to be printed at the top of the descriptor card. The descrip-

tor would be a material only (i. e., INDIUM PHOSPHIDE) or a material

and a property in a precoordinated term (i. e., INDIUM PHOSPHIDE -

ABSORPTION). The detail cards behind each master card represented

the articles indexed under that descriptor by accession number. As the

cards were run through the 1401, the master appeared first and the

descriptor was printed at the top of the descriptor card. Then as the

cetail cards appear, the first line of accession numbers were printed

across the descriptor card, then the second line, and on down the card.

After the printout the 5x8 descriptor cards were ready to file since they

were already in alphabetcal order. The old cards which needed updating

were pulled out of the descriptor file and the new ones inserted in their

place.

An additional feature of the data processing system was the capa-

bility of the printing lists of materials and/or properties. Since the

properties lists were not lengthy nor subject to frequent change, they

were seldom printed but the munthly procedure of updating the descriptor

cards included printing an up-to-date tab run of all materials in the

system.
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In order to do this all X80 (master) cards with 00 in the 74 and 7)

columns (no property) were sorted from each of the two files (i. e. , the

updating file (15) and the rest of the main file (17)). These were merged

in sequence (19) while the rest of the two files bypassed this step (16 and

17). These cards were then run through a printer to produce a master

tab run of materials (21).

After the tab run of materials, all cards were merged and se-

quenced (22) for a single completed file (23).

There are many advantages to using a data processing s-, stem for

updating descriptor cards: Some of these, such as the capability of pro-

ducing tab runs of descriptors, are already implied. However, not only

can tab runs of materials and properties be made, but also useful

counts and comparisons, such as the average number of descriptors per

article or total descriptors in the system, can be easily made. The

accomplishment of such tasks from the manual file would be extremely

cumbersome.

In addition, both clerical cost and clerical error are significantly

reduced. This is particularly true where multiple copies are made and

maintained. Since the punched deck is always maintained up-to-date, it

provides a back-up file for the descriptor card catalog. A new catalog

may be made any time either for an additional set or because of acci-

dental destruction of the first, and at a much lower cost than clerical

copying or reproduction. Yet, while a new catalog or part of an existing

catalog is being run, it is unnecessary to remove any descriptor cards

from the file, as is necessary with manual posting. The descriptor file

is always intact for users of the system.

A by-product of postiig through data processing is the generation

of large nu.iibers of punched cards individually coded to "connect" an

accession number with a descriptor term. As it becomes feasible and

desirable to automate the storage and retrieval of the indexed informa-

tion accumu!ated in this project, these cards will provide ak invaluable

source of input information.

As stated previoubly, the Descriptr File is no longer used. Al-

though this file and the data processing program just described served
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EPIC well, it was felt that a need existed to publish copies of the index.

Therefore, the descriptor cards were dropped in favor of a standard

tab run at the same time that the magnetic tape replaced the punched

cards.

At the time this occurred, the use of the Center was being as-

sessed with the discovery that approximately 50 percent of the use was

by research scientists. The original program had been slanted toward

applications, with the maintaining of categories of materials. The ap-

plications engineer was interested in a material for a particular appli-

cation, and did not want the results of a search submitted cluttered

with the use of that material in some other manner. On the other hand,

the research scientist usually wanted everything on a material, regard-

less of application.

With this knowledge, it was decided to build the flexibility into the

new system to sort and printout with or without consideration of categories.

The electronic data processing procedures now used in EPIC are

designed to facilitate the clerical operations of the Center, increase the

Center's ability to answer technical requests and provide the capability

of relating and comparing data in a manner not possible with hunian

abilities. At present, all data processing techniques serve to replace

tasks which could be accomplished manually at a higher cost ard at a

much higher tedium and error rate. The projected use of these tech-

niques is to continue and improve existing routine tasks and to expand

into other areas of such scope that they defy manual operations. The

existing computer techniques involve two operations, 1) updating, and

2) emending and purging of the descriptor file which provides the indexes.

This file has been in operation since the early days of EPIC and witigin

the past year has been improved markedly.

As stated in the history of the data processing in EPIC, one of the

prime reasons for adopting the use of the computer was the cost factor.

Cost again has been the prime motive fur all of the improvements that

have been affet ted in this file. The most recent of these improvements

has been the colm ersitmn to i'nagnetic tape formn. By the time accession

numbers had reachled the 11 ,6U0 fxgUre, and the updating became
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" necessarv, it was evident that the file would contain approximately

85,000 individual master and detail records. Processing this many in

card formn was virtually prohibitive in beth time and money, and so a

conversion to tape was initiated. Very little savings were realized in

that first tape updating because of the imrplementation costs. However,

in the most recent updating, to accession number 13,600, enough time

.nd money were savet to allow the analytical time necessary to yield

an improved form of the index.

The description file contains two types of records, (1) material

master records, and (Z) detail records. Property master records that

existed in the earlier file i~ave been deleted. Analysis of the program

showed that the amount of core sto)rage nzecessarv for the program itself

left enough room to retain each of the 56 property names in storage and

to call them out when needed. This improvement in the program allowed

a reduction in the size of tile file and reduced the length of the run time

at that updating by 330 hours.

Even though all 104,000 records are now stored on tape, the input

still remains the punched carcd The form that these cards take is iden-

tical to the earlier cards except for the three digit line number field

which will be explained lattr, Each year the number of accessions

increases and correspondinn•y the data processing costs increase.

Recognizing this, data processing funds are budgeted and subsequent

improvemtnt in the programs reduce operating costs and provide funds

for additional capabilities. Because of these improvements, the data

processing dollar in EPIC today buys the operation (f the existing files

as well as the necessary analysis for improved programs.

The original intent in going to EDP techniques was to alleviate the

task of manually posting accession numbers under the precoordinated

material-property index terms. This is still the primary role of the

accessions file, but by using sound techniques and working closely with

the analyst, this file now has capabilities far beyond just being an auto-

mated clerk. The primary purpose of this file is to provide an index to

the accessions file and this it successfully has accomplished. Since the

bemixning of the data processing techniques, the format for this index
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has changed very little. The change to tab run fbrm over the earlier

card stock is but one example. A far more significant change is the

nature of the index itself. When only two categories existed, insulators

and semiconductors, the separate printouts for- each file gave- little-

trouble. Only a few of the materials were duplicated in the two files,

but as the other seven categories were added, many more duplications

occurred and the use of nine separate printouts proved to be rather

cumbersome. To correct this situation, all nine categories have been

sequenced into a single alphabetical materials index. This enables the

user to go to only one index and determine the articles in the file that

deal with that material and property, regardiess of the category. This

:apabilitv as well as many other advantages of this file will be discussed

in a later section.

A significant difference exists between the updating and the

emending-purging routines, but this dilference is found primarily in

the input and only slightly in the machine programs and printouts. The

only indication that the descriptor file has been updated is a listing o!

a number larger than the last number of the previous updating. An ac-

cession number greater than 1!,600 posted to any descriptor is evidence

that the most recent updating to 13,600 has been completed. Emending

and purging of the file is not so obvious, since the only way in which

chese operations can be detected is- a comparison of the most recent

index wiLh a previous one. The machine sub-routines which emend or

purge the file have an error listing. of these transactions so that an ac-

curate record of them may be retained. In the tollowing. discussion,

each operation of the flow chart in Figure 11 and the correspondinX text

is numbered.

(1) There are two types of transmittals from EPIC to data proc-

essing, two updating forms and. one emending--purging form. The updat-

ing form for detail records 1s a 4-1/4-x I I card. One of these cards is

used for each material name as listed on the index-abstract fcrrm. Dur-

ing this phase of the EPIC routines the material name as listed on the

index-abstract form is placed in the block labeled "Cat. Code," the
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were the nine separate category printouts. These were obtained when

the Main File was sorted (18c-21c) by program 21718 into the following

sequence, first by category column 68, second by material code number

69 to 73 and finally by line number columns 66 to 68. The tape gener-

ated from this sort, 217-020-001 was listed by program 21724 and pro-

duced the nine separate categories.

(18b-21b) At the last updating, to accession number 13,600, it

seemed desirable to printout first alphabetically the material, second-

arily by property and finally be category. The main fiie was sorted by

program 21720 which produces tape number 217-020-001 which in turn

is listed by program 21726. The same type duplication exists in this

printout as in the for-ner one. This type duplication could have been

eliminated, but would have given more rigid data processing techniques.

And so to retain the capabiiities of going back to the category type print-

out, the duplication is tolerated. -

One other capability exists from this file at present, that is the

selection of the 00 property codes and their printout by accession num-

ber order. This capability was first obtained when it was necessary to

check the accession file for missing numbers. This subroutine works

as follows: (l7c) program "17,23 selects the 00 properties and generat'-s

tape 2•7-0,11-001, (1Td-21d) which is sorted on accession number col-

umns #t to 80 by program 217211 and generates tape 217-02O11-01, which

is in turn listed by program 21730.

This new data process ing syitem, Gesigned to printout on master

tab runs instead ot descriptor cards, has great flexibtltt. It can print-

*'lt: (1) alphbetically by catevorv, then material, then property; (2)

alphabetically by material, then category, then property; and (I) alpha-

%.eticall, by property, tC"en --ateloty, then material. It also can produce

des, riptor runs ot materit!s and or prupert-es with %or without categ,)ry

nostat•in. It is this flexibility that has allowed the commercial public:a-

tion j' the index in a unique and highly tisatle way (Plenum Press,

~)4



DATA SHEET PREPARATION

Since the beginning of the program, part of our approach to the

experimental data in the literature has been the compiiation of data

sheets (see Figure 12). These compilations have been issued with pre-

ierence given to materials of immediate importance, and after consulta-

tion with "experts" in the field.

After a material is chosen, the first step is to determine with

certainty that the literature on that material has been thoroughly searched

and acquired. One of the methods employed as a check is to examine all

citations appended to articles indexed to determine if these citations are

also documented in the system. Some of the early EPIC data sheets

were issued before all such citations could be included, in the interest

of compiling what we could as soon as we could. Now, however, the

data sheet compiler must sitisfy himself that the EPIC collection of

articles on a material is virtually complete before beginning to evaluate

the data for compilation.

The EPIC staff member (or members) who is most knowledgeabie

about the material is assigned to prepare the data sheets. All articles

on that material are pulled from the tiles, the con.piler reads through

them, gaining an overall view of the field, and then begins the evalua-

tion of the data in the articles tor possible inclusion.

In the meantime, an additional step is taken to help assure that

the necessary articles are in the collection. All staff members are in-

formed about the data sheets in preparation. In searching current

journals, all germane material is referred at once to the appropriate

staft member tor imm~ediate evaluation. In this way, data sheets are

kept as current as possible. In one case, important energy level data

that was published a few weeks alter Silicon was finitned, was issued

as a stipplementary sheet for distribution.

In eva',,iating the data in the articles toa possible inclusion, the

compuier begins by recording each pape, on a , rk sheet. Review and

'eecondarv artlivles are so noted and used as additional sources for pri-

mary artic-ies; however, data are cornpiled only tronm primary sources,

except on very rare occasions when the primary source is not available.
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two different plh o.chphcz. have prevailed iLx compiling the data.
The first-which has been used in compiling on semiconductor, super-

condu&tor-, and thermionic emitter materials, has been to retain as

much as..possible of the data as presented by the original author.

UTnder this philoaophy, the first step is the %.valuation of the single

properties by. one large lay-out of all graphs and information available.

Selectib*s is. then made under the tollowing considerations:

.Date: Improvements in techniques and equipment in the past

ZO years for producing pure single crystals, or those with

controlled doping, suggest that the choice of papers written

since approximately 19155, are preferable, all other factors

being equal.

M-1 Parameters: Every possible environmental variation IV. ex-

Sperimental conditions is covered. In resistivity data we

search for graphs showing the effect of a variety of dopants,

a. full range of temperature and field strength values, film vs

bulk effects, pressure and stress applications and carrier

concentration changes. LI optical measurements we include,

where available, the entire electromagnetic spectrum. In

magnetic phenomena, we search out data showing a variety of

magnetic field effects.

Internal evidence in the paper often indicates faulty or dubious

measurements, unknown sample composition, and many other defects

which reflect on the qualit- and value of the experimental data. Occa-

sionally, where nothing better is available, such data may be included,

with appropriate comments, showing at ieast some magnitude in the

possible values. A considerable portion of the collected material is

redundant, poorly presented and inexact. Poor quality articles in these

categories are all set aside and the final selection of reliable data

sources, is made.

The graphs are copied photographically; occasionally they may be

enlarged or reduced, and then they are arranged ,,n the data. sheet form.

Every-, available piece ol inlormation about the sample and the experiment
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is extracted. from the articie and included in the caption of the graph.

nhe axis legends are standardized with respect to nomenclature (e. g.,

Peltier or-_Seebeck effects will be givvn on the ordinate as thermoelec-

tric vaiues-, and then more exactly described in the caption). rhe origi-

nat legend units are always retained, but standard units are also added.

In the sermiconductor and superconductor data sheets, no changes are

made in the- graphs and they are presented inaltered.

Th _a--.rrngement of the graphs generally shows pure single crvstal

material iol•owed by the effect of dopants. with the latter in alphabetic

order. They are itrouped by such parameters as temperature. field,

pressure, etc., bulk and film data. and then such minscellany as occurs.

in tabular-data, much the same arrangement obtains. At times,

the values. £from one reference may be given in a block for simple com-

parison oithe variant parameter. Each data. entry shows by its refer-

ence number- the EPIC accession number of the article from which it is

extracted.- These numbers are gliven with full bibliographic information

at the end:of the data sheets. This list of titles, then, represents th.e

experimental literature for a paxrtIcuLa material. For this reason., we

spread out our selection ui graphical data to include a wide range of

articles, in order that the latter may be represented in the bibliography.

The, irl-usion of certain non-electronic properties, such as optical
data, thermal conductivity and magnetic effects, has been discussed in

the section on THE INDEXING VOCABULARY. but some amplification

of the peculiar role oi optical data in the field oi solid state physics

should be- given.

The data. presented in the compilation of electronic phenomena.

may be divided into three classes:

I. Direct measurements oi electrical properties in the classic

sense. These included dielectric measurements, conductivity,

Hall coelficient. -nafinetoresistance, magnetic susceptibility,

and the various listed properties that may be calculated from

these data, such as mobility.

-1. Non-electronic measuren-.ents. on the other hand, are used to

explain the fnergy states that Lnfluence and determine the



diirectly measured ciectricai properties. -Unong~ these -ion-

viectroniic properties are optical. %.alues, which include

absorption. transmnission. reliection. and retractive index.

F1i v rmoelec trit. and the rrmarnanetic data and the variou~s

t-rritssion and photoelectronic values are irnportant ,n them-

,ieives, but also axe a tool to handle the thevretical basis, o.1

-jod state physit-s.

!he- basically ;)hvsical properties ol crvstal structure. fliese

:actors give rise to nagnettc and electrical an~isotropies and

th~e rebuitant pie zo vifects.

.s zi ,.entiaiL in the -valuation ui vxpurirnentaL data, that the

orm:2iilr ;.zderstand the -,izrnificance in the variations in tdata tiroduced

as a rebult ii -differing methods ol measurement. The eariiest e~nergy

4aui *aiues wiere generaLiv ubtained b%- 'rnical rneans. ,or under certain.

ontt~visthe opticai absorption ý-cge -s a measure ji the ene rgy g p.

!t'htý whole tjuu-. oz data. is supplem entea by electrical ameasurementsq,

-ucn, as *ttc* !hermal change inl ;-onductivitv and H-ail' coetfic-ent 11rom

'x:~ te I~_Iy gap may also be .aicuiated. Lhese -neasurements on.

pure' &1( uoapud mnateria.ls. .nciudins, data. . n thermal errm. phc toconduc--

-v it ±xim -hotovoltaic. 9henornena. !ndicate :urther the cnergy levels oi

the tovar-L .n the host- band ;dap. Pre~ssure uir temperature :urves for

'-1citricai :kienomena show .:hange's -r.n the bana .,ap Ltselt. or. "s in the

uecturr-natiofl !)otential. shilts Lfl the ;aience .unc conduction '-ancs. :r-

radattn an also act as a ddftant. to change the -ictctronic )jrovertieq

a -nlater,,ai: altering . ay **tci v tates.

he t±ol:)Ication k.,ther ra~nges -ti the -iectrornasUneftI~. spectrumn,

'VUCr US :11I:rowaves. -.'robes jttiil m-ore -eevi\,. nrto the :,ner iransition.

L_- the atomic structure. ib'ese :iew -nethods !revrebent. the intro-

ut-t i,; nrto !,he vxuerltrre!' .variet% , n..'uenL(!s nu -it ects Irom

,rt. ailt~tu~is. -it:-trans. -Axu Ynfunvf~ns x'tt-.t- t.rrýr, !he r's-tal

.att:-ýt .naer .,ar.,ous kconcittons -1l texr.;eraturr Lxnu -'rebbuxe.

It'~tu.~iail thebe lata irt* aiu. t wethat the Varietv

.,ttnoliN zieu cannot .41.t %V entLLai :ata :ur the _,ai~iv Jhvs/L%_aI ;Yhe-

dA:e!:. laretcre. ever, %. ajia -nust iimtj 'ijuw the :.:etiiuu by which it



-vas •,btained. When ,nore than one va-ue 'xis~s. the .omp~ier is re-

iuired to present ail values that have been louno :or valid .xperinments,

L-n -rcier that, the- scientist or ingizneer .nav sort uut the requisite dta.

,.,r inunsei.L.

-'he importance ot .-:vstaL iaattce and phase ,asaram -niormatton

s as -Anuestioned now as are the tenergy data.. :or both the research.

scienttst and:.the- ap pLicartons engineer. Magnetic and electrical anise-

troVv .s a.direct result of cr'vstal structure and important chatis in

the -Curie point of ferroelectrics. territes and "erromagnettcs arise as

a result of:phase- changes in the compound stoichiometrv. These data,

thereiore, axe- given in: a. few. introductory pararaxphs at the beginnxn_

ot the dataýsheets. and t•e references are appended.directiv to the- page.

The- secondLdat-a comi Uat+in philosophy has been utilized for-the

Lns ulato r- maerial- and. invoives mftegrmtmg.as tmany datpoints-as-

possible fr-om.different authors or sources. This leads to a. spread-in..

point vaLuesefor-any property a•t a- spec ±ic temperature, frequency,

voitaie, etc. Such =niormatin or data. )resentazrin I.s o great v-alue to

a- designeri. since rnaterials procured :rom- dif-erent sources.couid-not

possibly possess. a. snmgle vanLued uropertv in •-iew of the use of different

raw ,nateriais by different manulacturers and laboratories. The- raw

mate rials generaiv .:ontair. different ,distributions 0 ;impurity contents

and -rain size-s. Further. varied iabrrcazon. mnethods, or processesq,

tiring terper-zazres and txmes, and heat trea ents -ixffer trom. supplier-

to supplier; ALL these procedures mwa not be ,minirrn tram batch. to

I'atcn. Different -neasurma apparazus ann methods o ineasurement

aiso account-for. variables ,n iata valaues. In.a additon. it is .well known-

that UtLferent technrictans ,r operators wiL rean ,iais a.L in-strumenls

,t=erentiv7 thus givmin a. scatter .n ý-akues. Recouruz=st that all these..

aria•ies wiLL ,'xist and .nter anto ('aw tata. the resulting com. iled dat&

,beec i-ust-of necessitv .nuicate :"e :vpe anti amount .,) jcatter.

in-gie crysta ,iata.. -itentmnes. ire tiferent :rom ,o)vcrsvtal.line

tat. ~:ecause grain ,ouniaries ":avt a'-arited =Luence ,tn some-proper--

ieb and are -nsenSiLUI'• -n others.
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The indexing systems and files as they now exist, are more than

suffiLcient for the eifi•cent operation of EPIC. Some recent technical

rquest nave shown areas where a further delineation of the descriptors

would yield a reduction of manual operations of the file. An exampic of

this is found in the descriptor TITANIUM OXIDE. Clearly, this defcrip-

tor does not differentiate between the various types of titanium oxides

and so ar. effort is beirg made to alleviate this problem. With the pres-

ent coding capabilities in the aescriptor file, further delineation of the

descriptors is possible where it is warranted. The necessary efforts

to effect these changes will result in a savings of time and money and

make the files even more accessible to the user.

Another type of coding problem that can easily be solved is the

inclusion of the trade names a.nd other cross-references into the index.

The cudirng problems with this procedure will be handled in much the

same manner as the indexing procedures listed above. The difference,

however, will I-e found in the na.ture of the printouts. These cross-

references will nut always be desirable withiii the indexes as will the

other descriptors already mentioned. rhe nature of the coding of these

descriptors will enable them to be included or treated separately. This

is just one further step to ensure tlexibilitv in the data processing rou-

tines in EPIC.

One further improvement is planned fur the accessions file. As

the file exists today. nmaterialt descripturs ate in alphabetical as well

as numerical sequence. The retent~on oi this characteristic has on

,Qczasion neccessatatecl a reshuffling uf the, numbers, .vht.-. new descrip-

tur must fit between tw.o others alphabetically, but cannot numerically.

Within the next year the sort routine* will be changed from numerical

toi L,,iu' is 6 to 7 I til alphabeticai in columns I to b4. Because of .he

tape iurm ot the Uile, this can be accomplished with little additional

cost. This procedure will enable a random assignment of the descriptor

numbers, which will resl.lt in an immediate savings, iffaetting the cost

Of sort rivPiines by ensur: -g that large banks of descriptor numbers will

never hate to be , hanged i.ain. Another advantage of this type of do-

scriptor encodrg -an be eftected in the input frm. To, date, the punched
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card had been the only entry to the file, but with alphabetical sequencing

of the records, the punched paper tape may now become the input.

The last of the projected plans for this file is its use as a source

of addresses to future files which will be described below.

One of the files mentioned above already exists, and is operational.

The file was first generated on paper tape as the abstract cards

were being typed. Non-printable codes were used to separate the bibli-

ography from the abstract and to separate each entry from the others.

This paper tape was then converted to magnetic tape and printed out for

checking. The file at this time consists of 13,000 entries, with an aver-

age of two 125-char;,cter lines for eacu bibliography, and an average of

four ui these lines per abstract. Two types of corrections are being

made to this file. First are the errors in the control codes, such as

the carriage return code and incorrect or omitted non-printable control

c')des separating the entries. Second, corrections are being made in

typographical and technical errors in both the bibliography and abstract.

The retrieval programs on this file are being checked out now.

Two types of retrievals are possible at this time. First is a printout

of bibliographical entries only, or bibliography and abstracts both when

a list ot individual accession numbers are submitted. Theqe entries

are called out of the file and printed in numerical sequence. The sec-

ond type of retrieval calls out the same type of entry, bat uses he de-

scriptor file to do it. This is an example of using the descriptor file

to supplk: addresses to the bibliography Ilate. The requestor submits a

matermal, or a pre-c vor inated material-prroperty descriptor code, and

the accession numbers posted under this description code are called

oMut fruin the descriptor index, sorted, and in turn serve to call out the

entries from the bibliography file. These are Aso printed out in numer-

ical sequence.

At present, thse are the only capabilities of this file, but pro-

grams are alread$ being written which will allow this file to be searched

and printed in any of the following orders: (1) Author, (Z) Title, (3)

;ournal, (4) Entry within the journal, and (5) Date. This file will be

operational for complete nrachine search capabilities of all EPtC hold-

ings before the eod of this contract year.
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Further capabilities of this file will include -Aie use of it in certain

clerical routines in the Center to reduce time and error rates. One

such routine that may be assigned to machine techniques is the duplica-

tion check. A paper tape of the "selections" produced in the search

operation can be generated, converted to magnetic tape, and matched

against the file printout of the documents which should be reviewed for

acquisition is obtained. Other capabilities of this file may be found in

statistical counts un author, journal, and date correlations between any

or all of these elements in the bibliographical entry will give a very

powerful retrieval tool. The possibilities of this file when coupl'd with

the descriptor file and the proposed files as listed below will be almost

beyond comprehension.

The first of the projected future files is being established at this

time. It is a file of generic terms. This will consist of a list of mas-

ter terms, such as the master materials list for the descriptor file and

also a list of these generic terms with accession numbers posted tE

them such as the material-property descriptors in the descriptor file.

These terms contain descriptors such as "thin films," "epitaxial depo-

sition," etc. At least two uses may be realized from this file, first, as

an address to the bibliography file andcor descriptor file, and second,

as a source of coordination between the descriptor file and other type

of indexing file such am the parameter-ranges file des.cribed below.

The primary advntage is the greater depth of indexing to the literature

that it provides.

Finally, there ts at least one more new tile in the piannmng stages,

the paramneter-ranges tile. The exact format and nature Jf this file is

not clear at this time, and ,nly a few ot its purpuses and capabilities

are defined. There will be at least two types of indexing terms, first,

the parameter descriptors against which the properties in the descrip-

tor file are measured, and sfecond, the range 'it measured values oW

either or both the property and parameter. rhe postings •n this file

will be 4 coded form o)f the aCtIal individual datum kr groups of data as

recorded in the article. The possibilities oti this tile 4imost out-strip

the imagination. Immediately this file would be coordinated with at



least the descriptor file and probably a -:ombinataun of the descriptor

and all other files. It would certainly serve as a source (if addresses

for the bibliography file. The establishment of this data handling capa-

bility would again allow for a further depth of inidexing and data

processing.

In all of the present and projected computer uses, two criteria.

must be met, first, the data processing routines must reduce time,

effort, error rate or cost of some EPIC rotatine, and second, they must

provi.e added flexibility- an capability in data hamaiing. Aji of these

data processing efforts allow EPIC to provide a greater service to its

user.
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